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INDIVIDUAL REPORTS


Grover: Nothing to report.


Dan: I’ve been busy with visit day things, sent out my penultimate weekly email, and other fun stuff.


Mary: I met with college officers, there are lots of works/ constructions happening in college this summer, 

de-twinning double rooms etc. I asked about payment regarding additional porters at events and college 

said it has always happened so it might be good to look at the invoices for JCR dinners and see if it has. 

Christian: Dissertation open mic night went well. Stash has nearly all gone.


Laura: Mental health awareness week happened, it went well. I’ve been sorting out the welfare room for 

Trevs Night as well as the final edits to the signposting document which will hopefully be up before the end 
of term.


Becki: Been doing end of term things. We have a huge number of ButtComm applicants!


Nat: Had SU Rep Comm meeting, so you talk to me about that if you want. Assembly is coming up soon so 

I need a show of hands on what I should bring up. *Nat Discusses upcoming SU Rep Comm meeting*


Alistair: I’ve been setting up things for handover, doing Fashion Show and Summer Ball payments etc. I’ve 

also finished the first draft of next year’s budget.


Jeremy: I talked to Amy about the budget, more on that later.


Saška: We sold lots of pancakes and raised about £250. I also made my last SocComm decorations and 

cried.


Abby: Standard stuff, sanitary product drive, handover meeting etc.

Danielle: I’ve been sorting out Trevs Night and Handover Formals. I also have a meeting about formals 

perhaps being too overpriced in the past.


Jack: Hosted the last JCR meeting - results will be out on Friday.


Action point: Dan to put diss binding information in last weekly email. 

DATE OF TREVS DAY


Danielle: I Spoke to Janice and Jess about this briefly, Trevs Day is currently set for the 12th. Do we think 

we should move it one week later?


Laura: Some societies might have tours booked already.

Mary: Some asked me to let them know asap.


Danielle: Summer Ball would have been that week anyway.


Nat: Jack could send an email out to the society presidents to ask?


Action point: Jack to ask teams if they’ve booked tours for the week of Trevs Day. 

TREVS NIGHT


Saška: I’ve just made a Trevs Night rota, any problems, let me know. If you’re on the cobbles tell people off 

if they don’t have wristbands. If you’re in the Undercroft, get creative.


Grover: Has the slushy machine been PAT tested yet?
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Becki: It will be.


Saška: Please help me get things ready on the day by the way!


JCR RESTRUCTURING


Christian: As part of the JCR Development group we need to write a report, if you have any feedback, let 

us know.


Mary: There are some positions which are quite heavy on your degree and might not be the most 

efficient.


Christian: If there is anything you think you could get more support on, just drop Mary and I a 
message and we can add it to the document.


Mary: Also, when writing handover notes, perhaps put in something about delegating things.


SPECIAL PROJECTS


Christian: Special Projects is coming up on Wednesday concerning the fate of the sports board. Initially the 

quote was £500, then £360 option, however, do we think it’s fair for the JCR to pay half of this?


	 Mary: Perhaps ask the MCR about their honours boards?


Alistair: We also need to talk about the Tennis Courts / the Tennis Court Funds.


	 Grover: It's on the meeting agenda.


BUDGET


Jeremy: I’m trying to think how best to spend my budget, I considered a ‘Travelling home’ bursary.


Mary: It’s difficult to set an amount that would actually make a difference.


Grover: I suspect college might find an issue with it.


Jeremy: Other than that, we could book performers perhaps?


PUTTING UP POSTERS


Becki: People keep asking where they can put up posters because I keep having to take them down.


Mary: This is just an awareness thing. 

Dan: I’ll see if I can make the noticeboards look a little more populous before Visit Days.


BORROWING PROBLEMS


Alistair: People don’t seem to know who to ask when borrowing things. People need to know So just let tier 

2’s know they cant just give permission to others.


ACTION POINTS 

Dan to put diss binding information in his final weekly email. 

Jack to ask Sports teams if they’ve booked tours for the week of Trevs Day.
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